**Thank You:**

To all who hosted students and a special thank you to Sarah Rastegar, Jackie Tilley and their team for helping find housing and transportation. We are grateful to all our students for their dedication to our program. You definitely know how represent our program in the best way.

Also a special thank you to Danielle Keenan-Miller, Ph.D. for coordinating the recruitment process.

**Mark your calendar:**

Brown Bag  
**February 6, 11:30—12:45 —PSC, Studio Room**  
“Applying for an Academic Position”

**Announcement:**

A list of external funding opportunities that may be of interest to clinical graduate students is attached to this email. If you have any questions or know of additional opportunities that should be on this list, please contact Danielle Keenan-Miller (KeenanMi@usc.edu)

**PSC Graduate Student Assistantship**

The PSC funds one graduate student assistant position per year. Responsibilities include answering the phone, conducting phone screenings, helping implement clinic policies, providing front desk coverage, and working closely with the clinic director on a variety of tasks. Advantages include being able to count several of your responsibilities as hours for internship! Top preference would be for a student who could commit to working in the clinic for both Fall and Spring semesters, and someone who is willing to provide coverage for two clinic evenings (5pm -8pm) as part of the 20 weekly hours. Please let us know of your interest by submitting to Cecilia Fuentes a CV and a brief statement as to why this position will be a good match for you by February 29th, 2012.

**Clinical Faculty Meetings:**

Feb. 1 (faculty only), Feb. 8 (faculty only), Feb. 15, Feb. 28, Mar. 7, Mar. 21, Mar. 28, Apr. 4, Apr. 11, Apr. 18, and Apr. 25

Faculty meetings are scheduled in SGM 901 from 10:30-11:30.

**Reminder:**

Please give us news items and announcements (papers published, awards, accomplishments) by Thursdays at 9:00 A.M.

**News coverage:**

Dawn McDaniel, Ph.D.’10 is getting national news coverage for an article on gang homicides.  
http://www.reuters.com/article/2012/01/27/us-study-gangs-homicides-idUSTRE80Q02720120127